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SPECIFICATIONS

MAUS Rauch Wifi Smoke Alarm (optical)

Article number:  6001-1

Barcode/EAN:  7350015530201

Dimensions: Ø13,2 x Width 4,2 cm 

Weight: 260g

Warranty: 5 years 

Connection: Smartphone App or standalone

Sound level: ≥85dB/3M      

Monitoring range: 30 m²

Working temperature:  10°C ~+50°C / 50°F ~+122°F

Working humidity:  10%~95% RH.

Inside the box: Manual, screws & 3M tape

Battery: 2 x AAA batteries (included)

HS code:  8531100000

 

MAUS Rauch Wifi is the smart photoelectric / optical smoke 
alarm that will send notifications to your Smartphone if there 
is a fire. You can also use it withouth the Smartphone 
application. Connect as many units as you wish to your Tuya 
Smart or Smart Life application to have full control of any fire 
in your house, boat, camper van, summer cottage or office. 

Advantages:
-  Notifications / Alarms on your Smartphone if there is a fire.
- Flashing red light & loud sound alarm when smoke is detected.
- Connect as many units as you want to have full control.
- 5 year warranty. 

Inside the box:
Inside the packaging there is a manual
for the Wifi connection and one manual
with general smoke alarm information.
Also included is a 3M tape that can 
can be used to attach the smoke alarm
to the ceiling without using screws. 
We have also included 2 x AAA batteries
for quick installation. The Wifi instruction
manual is currently in English, Swedish 
& German. 

Optical Smoke Alarm vs. Ionic Smoke Alarm
Optical Smoke Alarms react quickly to fires with an open 
flame that gives an invisible and warm smoke. It doesn’t give 
false alarms because of dust or insects. Ideal for rooms with 
a lot of plastic material in the interior, where a fire produces 
visible smoke to which the optical smoke alarm reacts 
quickly. Placement outside the bathroom does not affect the 
unit due to its high humidity resistance. In kitchens, it does 
not react as easily to the smell of burnt food (ie hot fire 
gases) as an ionic smoke alarm does, which means that you 
avoid many false alarms. In storage rooms/ basements, boats 
& caravans (humid environments), the optical smoke detector 
is able to detect glowing ember fires very fast. 

MAUS™ is a registered trademark owned by Falkenheim Invest AB. Since 2015 MAUS have equipped the Swedish Police, the government owned postal service 
PostNord, Sandvik, Anticimex, corporate cars from Audi, VW, Volvo and Skoda with their products. Falkenheim Invest AB headquarter is based in Lidköping, Sweden. 

Areas of Application:
- Home
- Boat
- Caravan / Motorhom

MAUS Rauch Wifi Manual

- Office space
- Summer cottage

MAUS Rauch Wifi Box


